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Abstract 

We show how to define some formal languages using analogy between strings of char-

acters. We prove that any language of analogical strings has the bounded growth 
property, a property relevant to the modelling of natural languages. In addition, 
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1 Introduction 

In this report, we show how to define some formal languages through 

the operation of analogy. Analogies between character strings, noted 

A : B = C: D, put four character strings into "proportions". They 

render an account of, for instance, look: looked = walk: walked or 

fable : fabulous = miracle : miraculous, on the character string level. 

They are not intended to deal directly with, for instance, bird: wings = 

fish : fins, which supposes knowledge about the world. Analogies may 

be read as equalities, like in, 

A b. l l'l  ra 1c: as ama: mus zmun = arsa a: mursilun 

or as equations to be solved, as in, 

aslama: muslimun = arsala: x ⇒ x = mursilun . 

The founders of modern lingujstics; from Baudouin de Courtenay 

[Stankiewjcz 86), to [Saussure 16, Part 3, Chap. 4), and others, Eke 

[Kurylowicz 49), have all reflected on analogy. The operatjon has been 

deeply felt to be crucial in terms of language. This is also true in mor-

phology, where the synchronic effect (actorem: actor= honorem: honor) 

may be separated from the diachronic effect of phonetical change (hon-

osem→ honorem), and has also been hypothesized to be true in syntax 
(Hermann Paul, Bloomfield, Itkonen). 

Nowadays, at a tjme when the use of language modelling has become 

a legitimate option in linguistics [Mel'cuk 97, 2-4], it is striking that 

only a small number of proposals have been made for the moclelisation 

of analogy, the rare exceptions being [Itkonen 94) and [Hoffman 95) out 

of linguistics2. This may come from the fact that the dominant stream 

in linguistics for years, a generative one, as an exception in the history 

1 arsala (he sent) and aslama (he converted [to Islam]) are 3rd person singular 
past-tense verbs; mursil-un (a sender) and muslim・un (a convert, i.e. a muslim) are 
nouns. 

2We dismiss [Gentner 83] and the like, as being studies on analogy. Meaning 
shifts are admissible in daily life, not in science. The definition of, and the difference 
between, analogy (e.g., "An electron is to the nucleus as a planet is to the sun") 
and metaphor (e.g., "an atom is like the solar system") have been known for almost 
2,500 years, since Aristotle's Poetics (Part XXI). Gentner's work is about metaphor, 
not analogy. Fortunately, the small world of AI is not irreparably ignorant of the 
Classics, as [Steinhart 94] testifies. 
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of linguistics, has explicitly rebutted analogy as a possible object of 

research (see [Itkonen & Haukioja 97, 132 and 136], for quotations from 
Chomsky). 
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2 A speech in the defense of analogy 

The explicit rejection of any recourse to analogy for grammaticality was 

a consequence of the following two hypotheses: 

• the innateness hypothesis; 

• the context-freeness hypothesis. 

We will briefly discuss the refutation of these two hypotheses which 

led to the failure of the generativist program, also announced in an 

early paper [Gross 79]. 

2.1 The innateness hypothesis 

Let us quote [Itkonen & Haukioja 97]: 

Chomsky (1957) had claimed that there was no discovery proce-

dure for grammars, i.e. no method for deriving grammars from 
linguistic data; and because any such method has to be analog-

ical (or inductive) in character, it followed (or seemed to follow) 

that there was no use for analogy (or induction) in linguistics. 

This may be sketched by the following implication: 

learning data are too small⇒ { no induction, no analogy 
grammar is innate 

The fall of the innateness hypothesis The innateness hypothesis 

has been refuted in two ways. The first has been intellectual refutation 

[Itkonen 94] which has relied on a large number of recent results from 

psychology; these results have shown that isomorphism, iconicity, and 

thus analogy, actually play a role in the process of learning a language. 

The second one has been experimental refutation [Steels 97], which has 

shown the emergence of syntax in machines performing the game of 

language and equipped only with a categorization device. 

The proposed answer: analogy The failure of the innateness hy-

pothesis is an opportunity for a come-back of analogy, as analogy has 

a long history in linguistics. As a matter of fact, analogy may be 

called central in the Arabic grammatical tradition; it was also of im-

portance for the founders of modem linguistics (in the discovery of, or 
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in opposition with sound changes) in the Kazan school (Baudouin de 

Courtenay, Gruszewski), as well as in the structuralist school (Saussure, 

Paul, Bloomfield). It does not seem far-strectched to say that trans-

formations, as introduced by (Harris, Sager, Salkoff), or as used to 

define sub-languages by invariance (Kittredge), are close to the notion 

of analogy. 

As an important remark, and as a transition, it must be underlined 

that none of the above mentioned linguists ever pretended that analogy 

is the one and only device which explains the whole of human language, 

in contrast with the alleged hegemony of context-free rules. 

2.2 The context-freeness hypothesis 

The family of context-free languages appears in the Chomsky classi-

:fi cation which we recall in the following array. The proper inclusion 

between three important fa両 liesof languages is recalled after the type 

of rules used to characterize languages of each fa血 lyand the type of 

automata needed to recognize them. Also, typical languages for each 

family, which are not members of the previous family, are mentioned. 

{ A→ Ba { A→ BC 
A→ a A→ a 

W → w'I I w I :::; I w'I 

clet./non-clet. non-det. linear-bounded 

:fi nite state push-clown 

regular C context-free C context-sensitive 

{aり/n> O} { anが/n> O} {炉籾en/n > O} 
{Gげb叫匹elm/n, m > O} 

The context-freeness hypothesis, which says that human languages 

belong to the context-free family, originates in the idea that the order of 

words is a syntactic structure. And because context-free languages have 

the property that any cut in the parse tree is a sentential expression, it 

was thought that formal languages of this type would be adequate to 

render an account of the constituency organization of natural languages. 

However, constituency seems to be rather an exception among the 

large number of human languages. [Mel'cuk 88, 4-5] argues: 

To promote PS-representation in synt~x, one has to be under 
the overall influence of English, with its rigid word order and 

almost total lack of syntactically driven morphology. However, 
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English is very exotic in that it uses constituency almost as its 

only expressive device in syntax. 

Hence the explicit accusation by [Itkonen 94]: 

Chomsky practiced some sort of'universal grammar of English', 

taking the syntax of his native language to be an innate com-

ponent of the human mind. 

which may be summarized in the following way, where the truth of the 

:fi rst premise still remains to be proved, and the falsity of the second 
premise is obvious: 

English is context-free 

English・ 1s umversal } 
⇒ any human language is context-free 

The fall of the context-freeness hypothesis The context-freeness 

hypothesis was ruined by the discovery of a similar phenomenon, in 

morphology and in syntax, in two different languages. 

The proof relies on the fact that a certain construction may be 

seen as the intersection of a regular language, {a*b*c*d*}, with the 

natural language£in question. Because the intersection of a context-

free language with a regular language is known to be a context-free 

language, and because the said construction belongs to the family of 

context-sensitive languages, it must be concluded that the language in 

question is a member of the family of context-sensitive languages. 

£n {a"'がc*ず}= {anbmc叫r}is a CSL⇒ £is a CSL. 

The actual constructions were as follows. 

Morphology of Bambara [Culy、8.5]
w・ulu nyinina" filもlam o w-ulu(nyin-inar (filもlar
dog one who searches for one who watches whoever 
"whoever is (one who watches)m (searchers fort dog" 

Syntax of the Zurich dialect of Swiss-German [Shieber 85] 
(d'cl↓ incl)" (em Hans)m es hims liaend wele laan hiilfem 
the children-Ace Hans-DAT the house-Ace have wanted let help 
"[ ... thatvヽe]haveヽvantedto (let the childrenr (help Hansr paint the house" 

aastriche 
paint 

The proposed answer: mild context-sensitivity As a conse-

quence, the family of formal languages to formalize a natural language 

has to be larger than the family of context-free languages, but it does 
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not have not to cover all context-sensitive languages, as some context-

sensitive languages are obviously not relevant for natural languages. 

Hence, the proposed term of mild context-sensitivity. [Joshi 85] pro-

posed that the family of languages captured by tree-adjoining gram-

mars would be the answer to the problem, since that family properly 

contains the family of context-free languages and is also strictly smaller 

than the family of context-sensitive languages. 

However, this is a characterization by a recognition device, and some 

have proposed other tentative intrinsic characterizations of natural lan-
guages. 

• A double characterization: 

-Semi-linearity (the Parikh set is a finite union of linear sets); 

-Parsability in polynomial time. 

• A single characterization: 

-Bounded growth: for each sentence in a language, there is 

another sentence in the same language whose length differs 
from the length of the first sentence by at most a given con-

stant. 

vVe shall retain the second characterization for the sequel of this 
report. 
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2.3 Analogy and n1ild 
．． 

cont ext-sens1t 1v1ty 

The goal of this report is therefore to constructively advocate for anal-

ogy by: 

1. proposing an actual algorithm for analogy; 

2. showing that this algorithm verifies some intuitive properties of 

analogy; 

3. defining languages of analogical strings; 

4. showing that languages of analogical strings may adequately de-

scribe natural languages by proving that: 

(a) languages of analogical strings have the bounded growth 

property; 

(b) the crucial language { anbmcれdm/ n > 0} is a language of 

analogical strings. 

All of this will demonstrate, we hope, the adequacy of languages of 
analogical strings for the description of natural languages, and hence, 

the usefulness of the proposed algorithm for natural language process-

ing. 
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3 Analogy 

3.1 Foundations of the algorithn1 

The seed for our algorithm is given by [Itkonen & Haukioja 97}, who 

introduce a program in Prolog to obtain analogies on sentences with 
the help of structural information. 

Sentence D is formed by going through sentences B and C one 

element at a time and inspecting the relations of each element 
to the structure of sentence A (plus the part of sentence D that 

is ready). 

Hence, sentence A is the axis against which sentences B and C are 

compared, and by opposition to which output sentence D is built. 

reader: 旱rea~旱＝加er:x⇒ X =皿孟辿止

The method will therefore be: (a) look for those parts which are 

not common to A and B on one hand, and not common to A and C on 
the other and (b) put them together in the right order. 

Looking for common subsequences of A and B (resp. A and C) 
solves problem (a) by complementation. The method of [Wagner & Fischer 74] 
finds the longest common subsequences by computing edit distance ma-

trices, which yield the minimal number of edit operations (insertions, 

deletions, substitutions) necessary to transform one string into another. 

For instance, the following matrices give the distance between like 
and unlike on one hand, and between like and known on the other hand, 

in their right bottom cells: dist(like, unlike)= 2 and dist(like, known)= 

5 

u n、 l 'l k e k n 

゜
w n 

1 2 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

i 2 2 3 2 3 4 i 2 2 3 4 5 

k 3 3 3 3 2 3 k 2 3 3 4 5 

e 4 4 4 4 3 2 e 3 3 4 4 5 

・we call similii1tde between A and B the length of their longest 
common subsequence. It is also equal to the absolute length of A, 

minus the number of its characters deleted or replaced to produce B; 

this number we call pclist(A, B), because it is a pseudo-distance, which 
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can be computed exactly as the edit distances, except that insertions 

cost 0. 

sim(A, B) = I A 1-pdist(A, B) 

For instance, pdist(unlike, like) = 2, while pdist(like, unlike) = 0. 
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Characters inserted into B or C may be left aside, precisely because 
they are those characters of B and C, absent from A, that we want to 
assemble into the solution, D. 

As A is the axis in the resolution of analogy, graphically we make 

it the vertical axis around which the computation of pseudo-distances 

takes place. For instance, for like : unlike = known : x, 
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It is easy to verify that there is no solution to an analogy if some 

characters of A appear neither in B nor in C. The contrapositive says 
that, for an analogy to hold, any character of A has to appear in either 

B or C. Hence, the sum of the similitudes of A・with B and C must be 
greater than or equal to its length: sim(A, B) + sim(A, C) 2:: I A I, 
or, equivalently, 

I A I~pclist(A, B) + pclist(A, C) 

When the length of A is greater than the sum of the pseudo-distances, 

some subsequences of A are common to all strings in the same order. 

Such subsequences have to be copied into the solution D.'Ne call 
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com(A, B, C, D) the sum of the lengths of such subsequences. The del-

icate point is that this sum depends precisely on the solution D being 

currently built by the algorithm. 
To summarize, for analogy A : B = C: D to hold, the following 

constraint must be verified: 

I A I= pdist(A, B) + pdist(A, C) + com(A, B, C, D) 

3.2 The algoritlun 

Our method relies on the computation of two pseudo-distance matrices 

between the three first terms of the analogy. A result by [Ukkonen 85] 

says that it is sufficient to compute a diagonal band plus two extra 
bands on each of its sides in the edit distance matrix, in order to get 

the exact distance, if the value of the overall distance is known to be less 

than some given threshold. This result applies to pseudo-distances, and 
is used to reduce the computation of the two pseudo-distance matrices. 
The width of the extra bands is obtained by attempting to satisfy the 
coverage constraint with the value of the current pseudo-distance in the 

other matrix. 

proc computeJnatrices(A, B, C, pd AB, pclAc) 
compute pseudo-distances matrices with 

extra bands of pclAB /2 and pclAc /2 

if I A I~pdist(A, B) + pdist(A, C) 
main component 

else 

computeJnatrices(A, B, C, 

max(I A I -pdist(A, C),pdAB + 1), 
max(I A 1-pdist(A, B),pclAc + 1)) 

end if 

end proc computeJnatrices 

Once enough cells in the matrices have been computed, the principle 

of the algorithm is to follow the paths along which the longest common 

subsequences are found, simultaneously in both matrices, copying char-

acters into the solution accordingly. At each time point, the positions in 

both matrices must be on the sa.me horizontal line, i.e. at the same po-

sition in A, in order to ensure a right order while building the solution, 

D. 
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The paths are determined by comparing the current cell in the ma-

trix with its three previous ones (horizontal, vertical and diagonal), ac-

cording to the technique in [¥i¥Tagner & Fischer 74]. As a consequence, 

these paths are followed from the end of words down to their beginning. 

The nine possible combinations (three directions in two matrices) can 

be divided into two groups: either the directions are the same in both 

matrices, or they are different. 

The following sketches the algorithm. com(A, B, C, D) has been 

initialized to: I A I -(pdist(A, B) + pclist(A, C)). i.4.1 iB and ic are the 
current positions in A, Band C. dirAB (resp. dir.4.C) is the direction 

of the path in matrix A x B (resp. A x C) from the current position. 

"copy" means to copy a character from a word at the beginning of D 

and to move to the previous character in that word. 

if constraint(iA, iB, ic, com(A, B, C, D)) 

case: dir AB = dir AC = diagonal 

if A[り]=B[国=C[ic] 
decrement com(A, B, C, D) 

end if 

copy B[iB] + C[ic] -A[ばla

case: dirAB = dir AC = horizontal 

copy charb / min(pdist(A[l.. り],B[l..i司），
pclist(A[l.. ば],C[l..ic])) 

case: clir AB = dir AC = vertical 
move only in A (change horizontal line) 

case: clirAB =/ clir AC 
if dir AB = horizontal 

copy B[i~] 
else if clzr AB = vertical 

move in A and C 

else same thing by exchangmg B and C 
end if 

end if 

aln this case, we move in the three words at the same time. Also, the character 
arithmetics factors, in view of generalisations, different operations: if the three 
current characters in A, B and C are equal, copy this character; otherwise, copy 
that character from B or C that is different from the one in A; if all current 
characters are different, this is a failure. 

bThe word with less similitude with A is chosen, so as to make up for its delay. 
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An Example VVe will show how the analogy like : unlike = known : x 

is solved by the algorithm. 

The algorithm first verifies that all letters of like are present ei-

ther in unlike or known. Then, the minimum computation is done for 

the pseudo-distances matrices, i.e. only the minimal diagonal band is 

computed. 

e k i n u k n 0 W n 

゜
1 1 1 1 

゜
1 2 i 2 2 

゜
1 2 k 3 3 

゜
1 2 e 4 4 

As the coverage constraint is verified, the main component is called. 

It follows the paths noted by values in circles in the matrices. 

e k i n u k n 

゜
w n 

◎ ① ① ① ① 

◎ 1 2 i 2 ② 
(Q) 1 2 k 3 @ 

⑰ 1 2 e 4 R 

The succession of moves triggers the following copies into the solu-

tion: 

clir.4.B clir AC copy 

diagonal diagonal n 

diagonal diagonal w 

diagonal diagonal 

゜diagonal diagonal n 

horizontal horizontal k 

horizontal diagonal n 

horizontal diagonal 1l 

At ea.ch step, the coverage constraint is verified, and finally, the solution 

x = unknown is ouptut. 
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4 Some properties of analogy 

In what follows, we take analogy as being defined mechanically by the 

algorithm just presented ([Lepage 98) or [Lepage & Iida 98]). This al-
gorithm exhibits the follo、,Vingproperties. 

4.1 Exchange of the means and n1ember inversion 

Property 1 (Equivalent analogies) Let the analogy A: B = C: D 

hold. Then1 the following analogies also hold: 

A:C=B:D 

B:A=D: C 

D:B=C:A 

B:D=A:C 

by exchange of the means/ 
by member inversion/ 

by exchange of the extremes 

(or by exchange of the means} member inversion 
and symmetry of equality); 
by member inversion and exchange of the means. 

The first and last analogies are the same. 

Proof: The "exchange of the means" holds for the analogy we present, 

as, in our algorithm, B and C play an interchangeable role. 
The analogy by member inversion may be derived using the ex-

change of the means if the property A : B = C: D ⇔ C:D=A:B 

is verified. As this constraint may be easily added as a checking com-

ponent in the algorithm, we take it for granted. Now, A: B = C: D 

⇔ (exchange of the means) A : C = B : D ⇔ (symmetry of equality) 

B:D=A:C⇔ (exchange of the means) B: A= D: C. QED. 
These equivalent forms are common sense in terms analogy; Aristo-

tle himself wrote the following in the Nicomachean Ethics (Book V): 

For proportion is equality of ratios, and involves four terms 

at least [ ... ] As the term A, then, is to B, so will C be to 

D, and therefore, alternando, as A is to C, B will be to D. 

[Translation by vV. D. Ross] 

4.2 Constraints 

There is no solution to an analogy A : B = C: x if some characters of 

A appear neither in B nor in C. The contrapositive says that, for an 

analogy to hold, any character of A has to appear in either B or C. If 
vve note by A the set of characters contained in A, then, we have: 
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Property 2 (Character inclusion) Let V be an alphabet) 

Y(A,B,C,D)E(V*)4, A:B=C:D ⇒ 冗 c万Uで

The similitude between A and B is defined as the length of their 

longest common subsequence. It is also equal to the length of A, minus 
the number of its characters deleted or replaced to produce B. This 

last number we call pdist(A, B), because it is a pseudo-distance尺which
can be computed exactly as the edit distances ([Levenshtein 65] and 
[vVagner & Fischer 74]), except that insertions cost 0. 

sim(A, B) = I A I -pdist(A, B) 

The character inclusion property can be made more precise by say-

ing that, the sum of the similitudes of A with B and C must be greater 

than or equal to its length: sim(A, B) + sim(A, C) 2:: I A I, or, 
equivalently, 

I A I 2:: pdist(A, B) + pclist(A, C) 

・when the length of A is greater than the sum of the pseudo-distances, 

some subsequences of A are cormnon to all strings, A, B, and C in the 
same order. As such subsequences are necessarily copied into the so-

lution D, they also belong to D. vVe call com(A, B, C, D) the sum 
of the lengths of such subsequences. The dif五cultpoint is that this 
sum depends precisely on the solution D currently being built by the 
algorithm. 

As a result, the following property is verified: 

Property 3 (Analogy constraint) LetV be an alphabet} ¥/(A,B,C,D) E 
(V*)4' 

A:B=C:D ⇔ I A I= pdist(A, B)+pclist(A, C)+com(A, B, C, D) 

From the previous property, the following property is easily derived. 

Property 4 (Equality of pseudo-distances) Let V be an alphabet! 

V(A,B,C,D)E(V*)4, A:B=C:D ⇒ pdist(A, B) = pdist(C, D) 

3Firstly, pdist(A, B) = 0 p A = B, 邸 pdist(aaa,ababa) = 0 illustrates. 
Secondly, pdist(A, B) j pdist(B, A) in general, as pdist(aaa, ababa) = 0 j 
pdist(ababa, aaa) = 2 illustrates. 

20 



Proof: According to the Analogy constraint: 

I A I= pdist(A, B) + pdist(A, C) + com(A, B, C, D) 

By the definition of sim(A, B), 

I A I+ com(A, B, C, D) = sim(A, B) + sim(A, C) (1) 

Similarly, by the exchange of the means, 

IC I+ com(A, B, C, D) = sim(C, A)+ sim(C, D) 

Because sim(A, B) = sim(B, A) 

IC I+ com(A, B, C, D) = sim(A, C) + sim(C, D) (2) 

By the subtraction of equalities (1) and (2): 

I A I -sim(A, B) =IC I -sim(C,D) 

By the definition of the pseudo-distances: 

pdist(A,B) = pclist(C,D) 

QED. 

4.3 C 
. . 

oncatenation of disJ01nt analogies 

By disjoint analogies, we mean analogies such that the sets of characters 
involved in these analogies are disjoint. The solution of the concate-
nation of such analogies, is the concatenation of the solutions of each 
analogy. 

Property 5 (Concatenation of disjoint analogies) Let V be an al-
phabet1 

V(A1, B1, C1, D1, A2, B2, C2, D2) E (V*)8, 

A1 : B1 = C1 : D1 

（冑ぃ信鸞気）n } ⇒ 
（冗u冗U冨u冗） = 0 

A』2:B1凡=C1Cら： D1D2 
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Proof: The algorithm relies on the computation of two matrices of 

pseudo-distances between A凶 andB直2and between A1A2 and C1 C2. 
Each of these matrices can be cut down into quadrants which may be 

designated by the indices (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), and (2,2). The quadrant 

(1,2), for instance, corresponds to the pseudo-distances between the 
substrings A1 and B2 in the context ofふA2and B直 2・

If the disjoint hypothesis holds, it is easy to show that, necessarily: 

pdist(A1A2, B1Bり=pdist(A1, B1) + pclist(A2, B2) 

This result is also valid for any prefixes of A2 and C2. 

In addition, because of the disjoint hypothesis, any com(A凶 2,B位2,C匹2,Dieら）
is necessarily equal to com(A1, B1, C1, D1) + com(a2, b2, c2, cら）， where
a2, b2, c2, and cl2 are prefixes of A2, B2, C2, and D2 respectively. As a 
result, the analogy constraint spells out the following: 

IA凶 2I = I A1 I + I a2 I 

= pdist(A但2,B1b2) + pclist(A1a2, C匹2)+ com(A1a2, B1妬， C匹2,Xり

= pdist(A1, B1) + pclist(a2, 妬） + pdist(A1, C1) + pdist(a2, cサ

+ com(A1, B1, C心 1)+ com(a2, b2, c2, x佐）

with x'= x心'2• Hence, 

I A1 I+ I a2 I =・pdist(A11 B1) + pdist(A1, Cけ+com(A11 B11 C1心1)

+ pdist(a加的） + pdist(a21 c2) + com(a2, b21 C21X位）

Because1 by the hypothesis1 A1 : B1 = C1 : D1 holds1 the analogy 
constraint holds for x1 = D1, and hence: 

I a2 I= pdist(a2, 妬） + pdist(c位， c2)+ com(a2, b2, c2, x伍）

This means that the algorithm performs a task equivalent to solving the 

analogy A2 : B2 = C2 : x2 . By the hypothe1:,is, the result is功=D2. 

To summarize: x = x凶 =D凸．
QED. 

This property meets the intuition that, analogies with nothing in 
common ma,y be applied one after another without any problem. 
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5 Languages of analogical strings 

5.1 D ・er1vat1on 

In order to show how some languages, i.e., some sets of character 
strings, can be characterised by a device based on analogy, we first 

introduce the term "analogical derivation". ¥Ale intentionally use this 

terminology to make a parallel with the vocabulary of formal grammars. 

Definition 1 (Analogical derivation (modulo M)) LetV be an al-
phabet. The analogical derivation mod1do a set M C V* x V* 1 noted 
M 
--+ 1 is defined in the following way: 

Y(w, w') EV* x V*, M I 
w —• W • ヨ(v,v')EM/ w: w'= v: v' 

This definition is tantamount to 

• anchoring two terms of the analogy in a predefined set; 

• reading the analogy as an equation to solve; 

• defining the direction of the derivation, i.e., that of the analogical 
equation, after the order given by the 2-tuples in M. 

5 .2 Languages 

Definition 2 (Language of analogical strings) Let V be an alpha-

bet. Let A C V* and M C V* x V* J then) the language of analogical 

strings A(A, ;¥It) is defined in the following way: 

A(A,1¥lt) = AU {WE V* /ヨw'EA/w 竺~w'}

with竺， thetransitive closure of the analogical derivation立．

The interpretation is a.s follows: A is the set of attested strings, i.e., 

the set of character strings against which the elements of the language 

a.re compared in fine, and Jvi is the set of models, used to reduce4 by 
analogy the elements of the language. 

4The word red-uce is taken to mean a reduction to a normal form, not in the 
sense that the strings become shorter. 
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In such a view1 the "grammaticality'¥ i.e.1 the membership of a 

given string to the language, is tested against the set of attested strings 

of that language, after the reduction of that given string, by anal-
ogy, using the set of models. This approach, i.e., by reduction to 

attested forms, using paradigms of declensions1 conjugations1 morpho-

logical derivations or syntactic transformations1 seems close to the in-

tuition about the way we, human beings, check the grammaticality of 
new sentences. 

The previous reading is an analysis reading. Now, as member in-

version is a property of analogy,_ we may choose to generate all of the 

members of a language of analog1cal strings1 starting from the elements 

of A, by applying all possible analogies with the elements of M as 

models. During this generation, the strings in the 2-tuples of M must 
be used in the reverse order they appear in ;¥;(. In the same way, to 

determine what the elementary language defined by the language of 

analogical strings is, we may proceed by induction, starting from the 
elements in A. 

Definition 3 (Simple language of analogical strings) A language 

of analogical strings A(A, M) is said to be simple if and only if A is a 
singleton. 

In other words1 for a simple language of analogical strings, there 
is only one string against which all other strings of the language are 

compared. 

Definition 4 (Elementary language of analogical strings) A Zan-
guage of analogical strings A(A, Jvi) is said to be elementaryげandonly 

if A and M are singletons. 

In other words, for an elementa.ry language of analogical strings, 
there is only one attested string, and there is only one model. 

Examples of elementary languages of analogical strings are: 

A({a},{(aa,a)}) = {an /n~1} (regular language) 

A({ab},{(aabb,ab)}) = {aれ炉 /nミ1} (context-free language) 

A({ abc}, {(aabbcc, abc)}) = { anb叫少 /n~1} (context-sensitive language) 

vVe shall prove these equalities in the given sequel. 
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6 Some properties of languages of analog-

ical strings 

6.1 Bounded growth 

[Marcus & al. 96] have been advocating that, the key point in "mild 
context-sensitivity" is in fact the property of bounded growth, rather 

than the two properties of semi-linearity and parsability in polynomial 

time. 

Definition 5 (Bounded growth) A language£has the bounded growth 

property if and only if 

ヨkE IN/ Vw E£, :lw'E£/ II w I -I w'II~k 

vVe now prove that: 

Theorem 1 Any language of analogical strings verifies the bounded 
growth property. 

Proof: Let A(A, M) be a language of analogical strings. Let w be an 

element in A(A, Jvi). By definition, unless A(A, M) is reduced to a 

singleton, in which case the bounded growth property trivially holds, 

there exists another element of A(A, M), and there exists (v, v') EM  
such that w: w'= v: v'. The pseudo-distance equality property 

applies: 

pdist (w, w') = pdist(v, が）

As the following property holds between the distance and pseudo-

distance, 

dist(w, w')~pdist(w, w') + pdist(w', w) 
we get: 

Vw E A(A, M), ヨw'EA(A, M) / II w 1-1 w'JI~clist(w, w') 

~pdist(w, w') + pdist(w', 叫
< pdist(v, v') + pdist(v', v) 

vVe define k as being the maximum obtained over all elements of Jvi. 
vVith this, 

峰=max(II v I -Iv'II, (v, v') EM) 

Vw E A(A, JVi), ヨw'EA(A,M) 

QED. 
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6.2 The languages { a『a2... a仇/n2: 1} 

6.2.1 The regular language { an /n~1} 

We now prove that the regular language {砂}is an elementary language 
of analogical strings. 

Theorem 2 A({a}, {(aa, a)}) = {砂/n~1}

Proof: In two steps, by showing the inclusion in both directions. 

Let w be a string; recall that布 isthe set of different characters 

contained in w. If w belongs to A({a}, {(aa, a)}), there must exist some 
,¥If ,¥If M M 

Wm, ... , w1 such that w→ Wm→ ... → 叫→ a. By the definition of 

a language of analogical strings, and because M = {(aa, a)} here, this 
is equivalent to: 

W : Wm = aa : a I¥ Wm : Wm-1 = aa : a I¥ . , . I¥'L附： a= aa: a 

By applying the Character inclusion property to these analogies, we 
get: 

布 C 言 U万 C. . . C 可 U万 C 万U百={a} 

That is, 布 C {a}, which implies that w is of the type an (note that 

there is no empty string here). Hence, A({a}, { (cw, a)}) C { an /n 2:: 1}. 
Reciprocally, we prove by induction that any string of the form a11 

can be o btainecl by analogy with an element of A({a}, { (aa, a)}). This 

is true for a, as {a} C A({a}, { (cw, a)}) by the definition of a language 
of analogical strings. It is also true for aa, as, trivially, aa : a = aa : a. 
Suppose now that an-l is a member of A({a}, {(aa, a)}). ¥Ve shall 

prove that the solution x of the analogy 砂： x = aa: a is an-1. By 

the Equality of pseudo-distances property: 

pdist (a叫x)= pclist(aa, a)= 1 

By the definition of pseudo-distances, x is therefore obtained from an 

either by deletion or by exchange of one character. Accordingly, we 
have either x = an-l。rx = ai-l b.an-i for some b E V, b -:J a and some 

i E IN, i~n -1. 

pclist(a11, aa) = n -2 -:f pclist(i-1b.an-i, a)= n -1 

implies that the analogy 炉： ai-1b.an-i = cw : a is false, because 

the Equality of pseudo-distances property does not hold. Hence, x # 
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i-1b.an-i. Consequently, x = an-l and from this, an E A({a}, {(aa, a)}), 

which concludes the induction. Hence, 

Vn 2:: 1, an E A({a},{(aa,a)}) 

or, equivalently, {an/n 2:'. 1} C A({a},{(aa,a)}). 

The two previous inclusions prove that: 

A({a},{(aa,a)}) = {an/n :2'. l} 

QED. 

6.2.2 The context-free language { an炉/n~1}

vVe now prove that the context-free language { a吻}is an elementary 
language of analogical strings. 

Theorem 3 A({ab}, {(aabb, ab)}) = { aれが/n~1}

Proof: By induction. By the definition of a language of analogical 
strings, ab E A({ab}, { (aabb, ab)}) is true. It is also true that aabb E 

A({ab}, {(aabb, ab)}) as the analogy aabb : ab = aabb : ab trivially 

holds. Suppose that the following proposition is true for any i > 1 

until a given n, 

蒻 EA({ab}, {(aabb, ab)}) 

The proposition is proven true for n as follows: an : an-l = aa : a 
and bn : bn-l = bb : b are true analogies. By the Concatenation of 
disjoint analogies property, a喩： an-1炉=aabb : ab. As an-l bn-l 

is a member of A({ab}, { (aabb, ab)}), the same also holds true for the 
case of cげbn.This concludes the proof by induction. QED. 

6.2.3 The context-sensitive language { an炉en/n 2'. 1} 

¥tVe now prove that the context-sensitive language { a喩 en}is an ele-
mentary language of analogical strings. 

Theorem 4 A({ abc}, { (aabbcc, abc)}) = { a刃戸en/n~l} 
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Proof: The proof is the same as for {砂炉/n~1}, by decomposing 

砂炉en: an-lbn-lcn-l = aabbcc: abc 

into anが： an-lbn-l = aabb : ab and en : cn-l = cc: c which both 

hold. 

QED. 

More generally, the same proof may be used to show that: 

A({a四2... am } , { (ai a~... a~, a1 ct2 ... a)}) = { a; a; ... a~/ n~1} 

6.2.4 Analysis of { aia; ... a~/n~1} 

Theorem 5 (Sq uare complexity) The recognition of a1a~... an ml  n> 
I as an element of the language of analogical strings 

A({ a1a2 ... am}, {(ctia~... a~, a凶2... am)}) 

has an asymptotic behavior in 0(記）．

Proof: ・we prove that the recognition can be performed in m2 x州 (cell)

computations. The analogy resolution: 2 2 al a2・..a品： a凶2•••am
k k k k-1 k-1 k-1・ a1 a2 ... am : x ⇒ x = a1 a2 ... am reqmres the computat10n 

of two pseudo-distance matrices. The pseudo-distance matrix between 

a詞...a~and at a~... a~contains m x 2 x m x k cells5. The pseudo-
cl't 2 2 
1S ance matrix between a a ... a 2 

1 2 m and a凶 2... C伍 canbe computed 

once and stored. The actual generation of the solution of the analogy is 

done by following paths in both pseudo-distance matrices, and is hence 

performed in a time period linear in the length of the solution. Because 

this type of analogy is solved k times (2 S k S n), before obtaining 
x=a四2•, • Clm E { a四2... am}, the overall number of cells computed 

in all matrices, including the one between aia~... a点anda1 a2 ... am 

1s: n 

L m x 2 x m x k = m2 x n x (n -1) 
k=l 

5 A result by [Ukkonen 85] shows that, in order to compute the exact <listance 
between two strings, it is sufficient to compute a diagonal band plus two extra bands 
on each of its sides in the edit distance matrix, if the value of the overall distance 
is known to be less than some given threshold. The width of the extra bands grows 
linearly with the threshold. As mentioned in [Lepage 98], this result applies to 
pseudo-distances, and is used to reduce the computational load in pseudo-distance 
matrices, so that the actual overall computation, in the case of interest, is in fact 
strictly below the square. 

ー
し
轟
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The time of the actual generation of the solutions is also of the form: 

n 

L m x (k -1) = m/2 x (n -1) x (n -2) 
k=2 

QED. 

To summarize, as a remarkable result, the same asymptotic behavior 

is obtained (except for the multiplicative constant, which just depends 
on the number of different symbols): 

• for any context-sensitive language of the general form a『a2... a~; 

• for the context-free language a喩；

• for the regular language a門

vVe consider it a good point, from the linguistic point of view, that the 
analysis complexity of all previous languages, when defined as languages 

of analogical strings, be the same. The reason is that there appears to 

be no difference in the complexity intuitively needed for the recognition 

of such languages, except, precisely, for the number of symbols involved. 

In this way, there is no unnatural distinction between { anが/n?::1} and 

{cげ炉cn/n?::l}. 

Of course, a square behavior seems "too much" for the analysis 

of the regular language { an /n ?:: 1 }. But the point is that the same 

complexity holds for all sorts of languages like {砂/n?::l/¥p(n)}, where 
p(n) may be any linear proposition on n like, to be odd, even, a multiple 

of a given integer, etc. 

Reciprocally, a language like { an /nミ1/¥ヨmE JN/n =炉}does not 
seem to be easily represented, if it can be at all, by a language of analog-

ical strings, and certainly not as an elementary language of analogical 

strings. This shows that some "unnatural" languages [Marcus & al. 96, 
4] seem to be fortunately out of the reach of languages of analogical 

strings. 

Somehow, analogy gets around the Chomsky classification. This is 

another, although converse, example of a phenomenon already men-

tionecl in [Marcus & al. 96, 12], where two languages of the same com-
plexity when generated by Chomsky grammars, are shown to be of a 

different complexity when generated by another device, namely contex-

tual grammars. 
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6.3 The context-sensitive language { amびcm加｝

The language { am炉cm炉}is a simple language of analogical strings. 

Theorem 6 A({abed}, { (abbedd, abed), (aabecd, abed)}) = { am炉cm炉/n~

1/\m~l} 

The proof is easy by induction and use of the Concatenation of 

disjoint analogies. 

This language is famous for being the corner-stone of two arguments 

in favor of the non-context-freeness of natural languages. The first of 

these two arguments is in morphology, more precisely in the morphology 

of Bambara [Culy 85), and the second argument is in the syntax of the 
Zurich dialect of Swiss German [Shieber 85). Let us repeat what Shieber 

says at the end of his article: 

"¥iVhat has not been shown by this argument is equally im-
portant to keep in mind. By proving the non-context-freeness 

of the language of the Swiss-German competence grammar, 
we have still not demonstrated that natural languages are 

impossible, or even difficult, to parse. Both the Dutch and 
Swiss-German constructions are linear-parsable, and, were 

they not so in theory, performance constraints might well 

make them so. 

"¥Ve do not ensure the linearity of parsability (why should it be so?), 
but we have shown that, if competence relies on analogy, this language, 

considered as a language of analogical strings, can well be analysed 

by a competence grammar, without calling upon any performance con-

stra.int. 
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7 Conclusion 

That, until now, analogy on strings of characters had been little if not at 
all studied, is understandable, if one considers the fact that the study of 

formal languages originates from the study of formal grammars, intro-

duced by the generativist stream. As the generativist stream developed 

somehow in reaction to the structuralist stream, whose central tool was 

precisely analogy, and intended to replace it sociologically, it explicitly 
rejected analogy, and also induction, as a possible device for grammati-

cality, based on the common-sense experience that analogy in logic may 

lead to untruth, which has been known since the Sophists. 

The fallacious pretext that blind application of analogy may lead to 

falsity (in logic) or agrammaticality (in syntax) is tantamount to saying 
that, any Chomsky grarnmar would be inadequate to describe a lan-

guage, because some languages generated by some grammars include 

sentences not belonging to any natural language. Analogy is certainly 
not the "horizon indもpassable"of linguistics, but it surely may be ar-

gued to be a component in language [Itkonen 94]. 

vVe have introduced a device, based on analogy, which permits some 

formal languages to be generated based on a set of models. It is impor-
tant to note that analogical string grammars do not use any notion of 

non-terminals. The "grammaticality" of a given string, i.e., its mem-

bership in a language, is tested against a set of attested strings of that 

language. This approach, by reduction to attested forms, seems close 

to the intuition about the way we, human beings, check the grammati-

cality of new sentences, and has already been advocated for in natural 

language processing [Salkoff 73]. 

¥i¥Te have proven a property of languages defined by this device, 

which, we think, may be a convincing argument in favor of the modeli-
sation of a natural language by means of languages of analogical strings. 

This property, that of bounded growth, was proposed as an attempt to 

capture mild context-sensitivity, a notion introduced to cope with the 

apparent power of human languages, as exhibited by data from some 

specific natural languages. 

The fa.ct that the time complexity of the analysis of such languages 
as {an}, {anbn}, {anが兄氾},which are all of a different power according 

to the Chomsky classification, be the same when regarded as languages 

of analogical strings, is, according to us, a strong argument in favor 

of analogy, as this seems closer to intuition. In other words, analogy 
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permits us to get around the Chomsky hierarchy, in the same way other 

devices, like, for instance, contextual grammars, do. 
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